4 DAYS SUMMER PACKAGE
FOR GROUPS AND TOUR OPERATORS
Duration 4 days
Available May-October

DAY 1 ARRIVAL

home cooked meal will fill you with
pleasure.

Arrival at Kuusamo Airport

As dessert enjoy Finnish coffee prepaired over open fire and hear soft
traditional tones sung in the nature.

Welcome to the north!
Be greeted by your personal guide and
local reindeer herder with his dear animal.
Private bus transfer from airport straight
to hotel. Then its time to hike towards
Finnish forest with Nordic poles. When
you can hear the eager huskys barking,
you know you have reached the right
location.

Welcome Progamme at
Lammintupa hut
Wellcome drinks are served by open fire
and magical feeling inside original Finnish hut will satisfy your hunger and feed
your soul. A crackling fire in a Lappish
hut creates an atmosphere of warmth
and comfort. Sitting on a reindeerhide
you can relax and let go. The
bowl of steaming hot
soup will awaken
your senses and
genuine tasty

Breathe the clean air and admire the
beauty of sun, its time of the nightless
night, when sun never sets. Then its
time to head back to hotel and admire
the beauty `of nature and lakes on the
way. Now you see Finland is truly a land
of thousand lakes!

DAY 2 BEAR WATCHING IN
RUSSIAN BORDER
Tastes of the North -breakfast
Enjoy a reinvigorating breakfast filled
with local tastes.
Canoeing to Russian border
Adventure starts from the hotel. The
excitement grows on the way to starting
point, which is the local small village
Experience the spell of Oulanka national
park by paddling through the canyons,
gorges, streams and beautiful riverbanks
in a steady Indian canoe. Your guide will

lead you
through
the stunning
river formed
buy waters
flowing from the
melting ice age covers.
On the way we will stop for lunch. When
returning to shore, take a swim in the
refreshing river before canoeing all the
way to Russian border.

Bear watching in Russian border
and photographing
Now you have time to relax on the way
to next adventure. First listen the guides
instructions carefully. Spend a safe and
exciting evening in the company of
forest wildlife at Karhutupa Log Cabin,
which is located in the vicinity of the
Russian border. Also other wildlife can
be seen , like sea eagles. If you want to
see the king of the forest, remember not
to wear strong perfumes or odors. Enjoy
the silence and the thrilling atmosphere.
Dont forget to take pictures to make
your friends jelous, bears might come as
near as 3 meters from you!

Magical night in Magical Pond, glass igloos

Gala dinner at Lammintupa restaurant

Once in a lifetime experience. Lay your head down close to
nature in a cozy igloos with huge windows that will give you
the perfect chance to admire the nightless night. Dinner will
be brought to you and you can enjoy it in your own privacy.

Last night is enjoyed in the magical restaurant. The venues
cozy atmosphere offers a mystical evening with delicious
Finnish wild food. Our wilderness chef has prepared a traditional three course dinner from the local ingredients. Live
music will lift your spirit to sky. Before returning to hotel you
can visit our famous and lively music bars in the centre of
Ruka village.

DAY 3 WITH HUSKYS AND REINDEER
Tastes of the Wild -breakfast
Wake up to the sounds of silence and enjoy breakfast surrounded by a clear lake, untouched forests and the cleanest
air in the world.

Day with huskys and reindeer
You have the perfect change to get to know the daily chores
of husky and reindeer herder. In the huskyfarm you may feed
the dogs, learn how to put the dog harness and of course
take a hike with the dogs. With the reindeers you can learn
how to throw the Lappish lasso and feed the reindeer with
baby bottles. How cute is that!
Walking in the middle of reindeer herd gives you an authentic Finnish experience. Don’t forget to hug your new friends
before you enjoy lunch by open fire.
After enjoying a full day outdoors try a smoke Sauna, a traditional Finnish Sauna. Experience the reinvigorating power of
the heat, that softens your muscles and remove stress! Swim
in the lake and fry sausages, enjoy beverages!

DAY 4 RETURNING HOME
Tastes of Kuusamo
Prepare to return home after a resetting and empowering
holiday. Share experiences with your group of your holiday
experience through viewing photos from the week.

Master of fishing
Before leaving home you have to try fishing on a lake. Local
fisherman takes you too best places and teach you the secrets of lure and net fishing .Relaxing time on the lake and
if you are lucky you may cats a fish but the excitement will
surely make you hungry but that is easily fixed as we enjoy
campfire lunch outdoors and share experiences before going
to airport!
Return home with unforeseen energy and a thousand
dreams of visiting northern Finland again.
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